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SuperStop® 615
Ingeniously simple!
Stops water always and immediately

SuperStop®615 is a reactive additive for HydroBloc®575 Integral. The mixture of Super-
Stop®615 and HydroBloc®575 Integral reacts instantly with water. The effect is unique:
even large amounts of water solidify almost spontaneously. The obtained solid is homoge-
neous and flows no more. It does not foam and reacts immediately further to a swellable
polymer, which is hard and elastic.

Mixtures of SuperStop®615 and HydroBloc®575 Integral are stable for several hours when
stored. They can be worked up with all and simple commercially available injection machi-
nes. The mixing ratio between resin and additive is not critical and can be adapted during
the application.

The effect of SuperStop®615 is unique. The addition of SuperStop®615 enabbles to cope
with extreme lekages as well as under pressure rushing water with simple techniques.
Without expert knowledge, without special resins and especially without the expensive
machine technique of multi component pumps.

Product delivered Thixotrope liquid
 Appearance Milky-opaque
 Density ~ 1,25 g/ml
 Flash point > 120°C
 BBD 9 months after delivery date

SuperStop®615 can be stored in closed packaging under dry conditions. The product exhi-
bits no particular hazards. A current safety data sheet is always available for further and
necessary information for a safe handling, storage and waste management.

Product data

These technical information describe the present-day state
of knowledge these product. They should only inform about
the possibilities of application and could not release the ap-
plicator of his commitment to check the possibility to use
the product for the required application. Information for
processing can be found in processing instructions of our
product. Information about safe handling can be found in
our current safety data sheet.
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